International influence

The AMF contributes to the adaptation of the French regulatory framework and takes part in international and European projects. It produces studies and assessments on the general stock market trends.

Your tasks

— Identify new regulatory challenges and anticipate regulatory changes
— Formulate regulatory policy positions that reflect the regulator’s objectives in national and international contexts
— Ensure that the French regulator’s interests and initiatives are taken into account during negotiations
— Follow up these initiatives with communication and cooperation actions, and maintain active institutional relations (ESMA, IOSCO, national competent authorities, etc.)

Your scope of intervention

Listed companies, market and asset management participants, professional associations, AMF counterparts and public authorities.

Your profile
Political science profile, international lobbyist, with experience in negotiation techniques.
Legal information:
Head of publications: The Executive Director of AMF Communication Directorate. Contact: Communication Directorate – Autorité des marchés financiers 17 place de la Bourse – 75082 Paris cedex 02